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RECYCLING INFORMATION:
RecyclingMail@BeavertonOregon.gov
www.BeavertonOregon.gov/recycling
503-526-2665

DAY 2022

The Recycling Modernization Act
Oregon’s recycling system is getting a major update. In 2021, the Oregon legislature passed the Recycling 
Modernization Act (Senate Bill 582). This new law puts Oregon back in the lead of recycling innovation in the country. 
This system-wide update will make recycling easier, expand access to recycling across the state, upgrade facilities 
that sort recycling and reduce our environmental footprint. The bill, which will be fully implemented by 2025, will 
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One Statewide Collection List — Allow individuals and businesses to recycle the same items 
regardless of where they are in Oregon — it’ll all be the same ‘Yes’ list.  

Shared Responsibility — Producers will begin to support recycling in Oregon by funding improvements 
in our recycling system and expanding recycling services throughout the state.  

Prevents Pollution — Ensures that collected materials are recycled responsibly — both domestically 
and overseas.  

To learn more and to track all the progress towards improving our recycling system, please visit 
www.Oregon.gov/deq/recycling. 

Versiones en español disponibles en www.BeavertonOregon.gov/recycling
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Why Recycle?
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natural resources, reduces pollution and litter, and creates jobs.  

At its core, the purpose of recycling is to reduce the amount of new or virgin materials used to manufacture 
products. By recycling materials like paper, plastic, metal, and glass, you are helping to reduce the amount of new 
or virgin materials that need to be extracted from our Earth. 

Recycling metal cans 
reduces air pollution by up to 
95% and water pollution by 
up to 97% when compared 
to using virgin metals.  

How much Oregonians 
recycle is equivalent to 
taking 690,000 cars off 
the road!  

Recycling and reuse creates 
at least 9 times more jobs 
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Waste prevention, reuse, and repair 
While recycling is great, preventing waste is even better. Using less “stuff” is the key to waste prevention and 
has greater environmental impacts than recycling. This is because waste prevention reduces the environmental 
impacts over all stages of the material’s life cycle including resource extraction, manufacturing, transportation, 
and disposal.  
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conserve natural resources, and even money.  

Here are some quick waste prevention tips:  

Learn more at www.BeavertonOregon.gov/WastePrevention

Refuse – Purchasing products with less packaging is a simple way to reduce how much waste you 
generate. This includes actions like buying in bulk and avoiding items with excess packaging.  

Reduce – Use reusable items like water bottles, coffee mugs, plates, cloth napkins, etc. Just about all 
reusable items use fewer natural resources than disposables, even when accounting for the water and 
energy needed to wash them.   

Repair - Repair what you have whenever possible. Sewing a button back on or repairing a torn seam are 
easy ways to extend the life of your clothes. You can also take items to local Repair Fairs to potentially be 
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Share – Borrow or rent a tool (or whatever else) you might need infrequently instead of buying your own.  
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Avocados adore the dark and do best on the counter out of direct sunlight. 
Once ripe, keep them a few days longer by storing them in the fridge.  

Get more tips at: www.DontLetGoodFoodGoBad.org    

Roughly one-third of the world’s food 
is wasted. This waste represents a 
lot of energy, resources and money. 
In Oregon, wasted food costs each 
household over $1,600 each year.

The Environmental Protection Agency’s 
(EPA) 2021 report, The Environmental 
Impacts of U.S. Food Waste, includes 
some truly amazing statistics that 
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in meeting climate goals.  

Enough energy to 
power 50,000,000 
American homes 
for one year

Annual CO2 
emissions of 42 
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Enough
calories to 
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150,000,000
people each 
year

The Power of Wasted Food

Avocados ador
Once ripe, keep

Get more tip

The amount of food wasted every year in the U.S. embodies:
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MOTOR OIL
Set used motor oil next to your glass bin

In a one gallon, see-through, unbreakable 
container with a screw-top cap 

Single-family customers only; not at 
apartments or businesses

On the Side

GLASS BOTTLES AND JARS
Empty and rinse
Remove lids

  All colors together

Place non-container glass items
in a garbage container, such as:

 Dishware, cookware or Pyrex
 Broken glass
 Windows and mirrors
 Light bulbs

In your separate Glass Container
FOOD SCRAPS and YARD DEBRIS 
All food scraps, including: 

Meat, bones, eggshells
Cheese, dairy products
Breads, pasta, other grains
Fruits, vegetables

Spoiled food

Tree and shrub trimmings

Do not include:
“Compostable” containers
Beverage cups, fast food wrappers
Takeout containers
Plastic items or plastic bags
Garbage, diapers or pet waste

In your Compost Roll-Cart
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METAL
Aluminum, tin and steel food cans
Metal paint cans
Aerosol cans and aluminum foil
Scrap metal (smaller than 30 inches and less 
than 30 pounds)

Empty and rinse

Can tops are OK if crimped inside can

PLASTIC
Bottles, round plastic containers, jugs and jars
Nursery pots (larger than four inches)
Buckets

 Empty and rinse
 Six ounces or larger in size
Ignore numbers on containers; 
they indicate plastic resin type, not 
recyclability
 No caps or lids

PAPER
Cardboard 
Magazines and junk mail
Paper bags
Milk, juice and soup cartons (rinsed)
Shredded Paper (in a paper bag)

Mix together in your Recycling Container

In your Garbage Container

Also in your garbage: carpet, containers labeled compostable, pet waste, soiled diapers, broken glass and used clothing and textiles.

Plastic bags Foam trays and
 block foam

To-go cups and containers 
(paper and plastic)

Frozen
food containers and light bulbs
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No Tanglers!
Wires, hoses, chains and electric cords help keep our 
lives running smoothly. But when they stop working 
and it’s time to get rid of them, it can be confusing to 
know what to throw away and what to recycle. 

Anything long and stringy like chains, charging 
cables, headphones and holiday lights should go in 
the trash at home and work. When these items end 
up in the recycling bin, they get tangled in the sorting 
equipment, causing delays and creating hazards for 
the workers who run the equipment. 

It might feel wrong, but remember, you are protecting 
the environment by learning how to recycle right and 
keeping trash out of the recycling bin. 

To reduce waste, use wires, hoses, chains and electric 
cords until they are broken. You can also try repairing 
them before replacing them or donating items that 
are still in good condition. 

For details on how to dispose of them Beyond the 
Curb, see page 7. 

Business Recycling and Compost
Play the game at www.RecycleOrNot.org
Test your recycling knowledge! 

All Beaverton businesses are required to recycle, 
and beginning in 2023, many food businesses will 
be required to separate their food scraps from 
garbage.  We’re here to help get your business set up 
or improve your recycling or food scraps collection 
program. We provide free resources including 
signage, staff training tools and more. 

Contact us to learn more. 
RecyclingMail@BeavertonOregon.gov
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Metro has two drop-off facilities that are open all 
year. A $5 fee may be required 
for up to 35 gallons of material. 
Free neighborhood events 
may be held at select 
locations. Contact Metro 
to learn more. 
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Many materials can be recycled or reused, even if they cannot go into your mixed recycling. For 
information about where to take materials for recycling or reuse “beyond the curb,” call us at  
503-526-2665 or visit Metro’s Find A Recycler website at ��	����	��������)*�
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Far West Recycling has public recycling depots 
where you can drop off some hard-to-recycle 
items that are not 
accepted in your 
recycling. Check 
their website for 
locations and a list of 
what is accepted. 

Electronics
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There are more than a dozen Oregon E-cycles 
free drop-off locations in and around Beaverton. 
Check the website or call 
for information.
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You have several options to consider for bulky 
waste items, such as furniture and appliances. 
Cost of disposal varies. 
Call the facility or your 
garbage hauler for 
more details.

Other Items
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503-234-3000
For up-to-date information about
special items, such as
batteries, plastic bags, 
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foam, foam peanuts, or larger 
items like furniture -- call us or 
visit the website for options.

Paint
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PaintCare is a free paint recycling program. 
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website or call. Paint must be in its 
original container and must have 
a legible label and a secured 
lid. No open or leaking cans are 
accepted.
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Over the next several years, there will be improvements to recycling infrastructure at apartment complexes 
and condos throughout Beaverton (and the Portland area). This includes new, easier to understand signage on 
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containers!  

These changes, combined with our free resources, will help make recycling even easier at your apartment.

Live in an apartment? Order your FREE recycling tote bag to help carry your recycling to your apartment’s 
recycling center. Contact us at recyclingmail@BeavertonOregon.gov.

Apartment and Condo Recycling Updates

Improved Service
Bins won’t get overloaded

New Bins
Color-coded

Stickers and Signs
Easier to understand


